TEXTURES
EXTERIOR PROJECTS
TEXTURES
Create vibrant, unique outdoor areas with these long lasting exterior textured paints.

ROCK
• Light rock finish
• Stylish textured effect
• Apply with roller and finish with brush

TUSCAN
• Soft rustic look
• Adds dimension to walls
• Apply with roller and finish with brush

PRIMER
• High build primer
• Fills surface imperfections
• Use under Dulux Texture Fine, Medium and Full Cover Roll On

FINE COVER
• Light texture finish
• Fine sand effect
• Apply with conventional or texture roller

MEDIUM COVER
• Bagged render finish
• Achieve multiple effects
• Apply with hand mitt, sponge or brush

FULL COVER ROLL ON
• Traditional render finish
• Fills brick mortar joints
• Apply with texture roller or float
Designer Tip

To create a natural essence for your entertaining space try Dulux Texture Rock in an organic colour.

Dulux Texture Rock is a water based paint, which creates a light rock-like finish and has a subtle grain profile for exterior feature wall surfaces.

R O C K

Dulux Texture Rock™ Apollo Grey

- Embellished Stone
- Castaway Stone
- Cattle Station
- Dove Haven
- Diggers Crossing
- Dreamstone White
- European Stone
- Rocky Dam
- Charcoal Wash
- Dark Enchantment
- Colonial Stone
- Intrepid Grey
- Pepper Stone
- Charcoal Trait
- Apollo Grey
**Tuscan**

*Dulux Texture Tuscan* creates a washed look with a refined profile to highlight your exterior wall surfaces and add another dimension to the colour.

*Designer Tip*

Add another dimension to your outdoor space creating a washed effect to mimic the sun soaked walls of Tuscany.
HOW TO APPLY

ROCK

• Ensure surface is sound. Coat with Dulux 1 Step® Prep.
• Stir contents with a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping motion.
• Using a brush, cut into areas that aren’t accessible by a roller.
• Apply the first coat with a roller or a brush if preferred.
• Allow 4 hours dry time before recoating.
• The second and final coat must be applied with a wide brush in random criss cross brush strokes to achieve the textured effect.

TUSCAN

• Ensure surface is sound. Coat with Dulux 1 Step® Prep.
• Stir contents with a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping motion.
• Using a brush, ensure you cut into areas that aren’t accessible by a roller.
• Apply the first coat with a roller or a brush if preferred.
• Allow 4 hours dry time before recoating.
• The second and final coat should be applied with a wide brush in random criss cross brush strokes to achieve the ‘washed’ effect.

COLORBOND®

Add the finishing touches to your exterior project with contemporary or classic Colorbond colours. Selected colours are available in Dulux Texture Fine Cover™, Texture Medium Cover™ or Texture Full Cover Roll On™ to complement your existing exterior scheme.

Colorbond® Shale Grey®
Colorbond® Basalt®
Colorbond® Dune®
Colorbond® Paperbark®
Colorbond® Gully®
Use Dulux® Texture Fine Cover™ to achieve a light texture finish. Use Dulux Texture Medium Cover™ for a bagged render finish and Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On™ for a traditional render finish.
**Designer Tip**

Highlight a focal point in your exterior living area with one of the colours from our wide range available in fine, medium or full cover texture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lined White Half</th>
<th>Lined White</th>
<th>Dieskau</th>
<th>Beige Intent</th>
<th>Winter Fog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecru</td>
<td>Hog Bristle®</td>
<td>Grand Piano</td>
<td>Beige Royal</td>
<td>White Duck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed Pearl</td>
<td>Raw Cotton Half</td>
<td>Raw Cotton</td>
<td>Scallywag</td>
<td>Sandy Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff It</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Light Rice</td>
<td>Clay Pipe</td>
<td>Chintz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOW TO APPLY

FINE COVER

Dulux® Texture Fine Cover™ is a flexible acrylic textured paint that provides a light relief texture profile for feature decoration of wall surfaces.

STEP 1
- Cut in with a brush and apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ with a roller to condition the surface.
- Allow 4 hours dry time before applying Dulux Texture Fine Cover.

STEP 2
- Stir contents of Dulux Texture Fine Cover with a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping motion.
- Pour contents into a roller tray. Using a brush, ensure you cut into areas that aren’t accessible by a roller.
- Feather out with the brush to avoid thick straight edged lines.

STEP 3
- Load the texture roller with Dulux Texture Fine Cover and apply from the ground upwards in vertical strips of approximately 1m length.
- Reload the roller after each strip and repeat until a manageable section has been delivered.
- Apply a fresh strip of wet material to create a ‘working wet edge’ then ‘lay off’ the previously spread area.
- Finish all rolled areas in the same direction.

STEP 4
- Allow the surface to dry for 4 hours before recoating.
- Repeat Step 3 process.

MEDIUM COVER

Dulux Texture Medium Cover™ is a flexible acrylic texture applied directly from the bucket by mitt applicator to bricks, cement render, fibre cement and masonry surfaces to create a range of effects.

STEP 1
- Cut in with a brush and apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer with a roller to condition the surface.

STEP 2
- Stir contents of Dulux Texture Medium Cover with a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping motion.
- Using a brush, cut in to areas that aren’t as accessible with a hand mitt.

STEP 3
- Scoop Dulux Texture Medium Cover directly from the bucket using a lambswool hand mitt applicator.
- Apply to the wall, working the material into highs and lows and broadly across the surface in random circular patterns.
- Apply more material into low areas as required.
- Allow the surface to dry for 4 hours before applying a second coat.

STEP 4
- A second coat is recommended by repeating Step 3.
- For a medium texture style, squeeze excess material from the mitt applicator and finish in random sweeping strokes to leave a distressed bagging textured pattern.
OTHER APPLICATION METHODS

SPONGE
For a finer texture style, allow the material on the wall to firm slightly but not skin. Use a clean closed cell sponge and a bucket of clean water and lightly smooth applied material to leave a ‘softened’ texture. Continuously clean the sponge in the water bucket to remove excess material.

BRUSH
Alternatively, for a coarse texture style, using a stiff bristled brush or broom, finish in a random sweeping pattern or criss-cross technique to your desired style.
FULL COVER ROLL ON

Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On™ is a flexible acrylic texture producing a flattened render finish.

STEP 1
- Cut in with a brush and apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ with a roller to condition the surface.
- Allow 4 hours dry time before applying Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On™.

STEP 2
- Stir contents of Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On with a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping motion.
- Pour contents into a deep roller bucket or tray.
- Using a Full Cover Texture Roller™, load the roller, then ‘apply’ to the wall in vertical strips of 50–75cm, from the ground upwards with a smooth steady action.
- Avoid rolling downwards as excess material may fall from the roller.
- After 4-5 roller widths have been applied the levelling process should be commenced.

STEP 3
- Levelling must continue before the skin dries. Working from the ground upwards, hold the plastic float against the surface so that the leading edge is raised and angled at approximately 45 degrees.
- This process can be done in pairs, with one person levelling as the other continues delivering product to the wall.
- Push the material across the surface to fill joints and low spots. This process should broadly distribute and level the roller applied texture before it sets.

STEP 4
- Finishing must continue before the skin dries. Finish (float) the levelled area in circular strokes to further fill and even out material.
- Use harder pressure to fill low spots. Work in larger, lighter strokes as material levels out.
- Use a clean bucket of water and a sponge to clean and keep the plastic float moist.
Application Tip

Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On is applied up to 10x thicker than normal paint with the specially designed Full Cover Texture Roller.
ACHIEVE THE PERFECT TEXTURE FROM START TO FINISH

1. Be inspired
Get inspiration online or from this brochure and narrow down your choice of Dulux Texture and colour.

2. Select
For a large colour sample to finalise your choice, visit the Dulux website and order online. For more help with colour book a personal consultation with the Dulux Colour Design Service.

3. Prepare
Follow the instructions on pack to ensure your project is prepared for the best possible result. Visit dulux.com.au to view ‘how to’ videos.

4. Paint
Get started on your next project and create your own outdoor feature. For further help, talk to our Help & Advice team.

FOR MORE HELPFUL ADVICE
Visit www.dulux.com.au to view videos on how to apply each Dulux Texture product, plus great project ideas to get you started.

GET IN TOUCH
Australia dulux.com.au  Help & Advice 13 25 25
New Zealand dulux.co.nz  Help & Advice 0800 800 424